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Abstract— We present a method for detecting hot-spots from surveil-

lance videos via the extraction of group interactions (defined as stable
and continuous spatial proximity of multiple objects). With a method

that we propose for multi-object tracking in the multi-view scenario,

we collect the trajectories of objects, from which we detect the group

interactions. We assume that the movement of each object is driven by
its interest of interaction, and model a group interaction by the mutual

interests between objects. We solve detection of group interactions as

a tracking problem, which first extracts unit-interactions by grouping
objects at each individual frame, and then temporally associates them

into continuous group interactions. We perform experiments on a

publicly available dataset, and show that our tracking method achieves

an accuracy around 95% and our detected group interactions could
recall 80% of manually annotated hot-spots.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hot-spot detection is required in various applications, e.g. surveil-

lance, automated manufacturing and video production, for adaptive

recording, understanding and summarization of videos. Different

from event recognition, hot-spot detection points out the occurrence

of an interesting activity without telling its type, which makes it es-

pecially useful in handling complicated scenarios, e.g. surveillance

videos or team sport videos, where pre-specification of target events

is difficult. We assume that all objects intend to keep their individual

moving status as long as possible [1], which is usually true in public

surveillance where most pedestrians are not acquaintances. We thus

consider to infer the occurrence of hot-spots by automatic detection

of group interactions. Besides intelligent surveillance, group inter-

actions are also helpful in understanding social activities in human-

robot interaction and interactive educational environments [2].

In the present paper, we explicitly define a group interaction as a

stable and continuous process of spatial proximity among multiple

objects, and consider its automatic detection from videos. Specifi-

cally, a group interaction satisfies: it contains at least two objects

at any time; is a temporally continuous process; and terminates

when the configuration of dominant significance has been largely

changed. An object only belongs to one group interaction at any

moment, and could join different interactions in different periods.

The main task of group interaction detection is to group objects

into several clusters spatially and temporally, so that objects in

each cluster are closely related based on a tightness metric defined

on an interaction. Given the rapid progress of video tracking in

the past decade [3], we consider automatic detection of group

interactions by exploiting the trajectories, and define the tightness

based on the configuration of their positions and velocities. More

specifically, we assume that the group interaction is motivated by

the mutual interests between objects, and evaluate the tightness

by the interest of an object to its target object. The appropriate

grouping of objects is solved by finding the optimal segmentation

of objects in a directed graph built on their mutual interests, which

is divided into two stages, namely frame-wise spatial grouping and

global temporal grouping, for simplicity. Spatial grouping of objects
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is first performed at each individual frame with a graph-theory

based method, which provides us with a set of unit-interactions.

These unit-interactions are then temporally associated. Considering

the case that an object could be continuously involved into a series

of group interactions, we terminate a group interaction when the

configuration of its dominant objects changes, where the dominance

of a member object is defined as the overall interests that it receives

from all its neighbouring objects.

We detect group interactions by analysing the trajectories of

moving objects, which are automatically extracted with video

tracking techniques. With the rapid decreasing of hardware costs,

multi-view environment becomes practical in many applications,

e.g. for enhanced surveillance in key facilities including banks or

public services buildings [4]. We thus consider object tracking in

the multi-view environment which efficiently overcomes traditional

hurdles such as reflection, occlusion and shadow in the single view

case, by fusing the clues from multiple view-angles to resolve the

interpretation ambiguities of each camera view.

The main contributions of the present paper include: 1) we

propose a method for tracking multiple objects in the multi-

view environment; 2) we detect group interactions from extracted

trajectories, by online tracking unit interactions across consecutive

frames; 3) we model the isolation of unit interactions in each frame

as an unsupervised clustering problem, and solve it by finding the

optimal rooted arborescence on a directed graph; 4) we define a

novel motion-direction-aware interest map for modelling the mutual

influence between interacting objects.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review

the literature of multi-view tracking and automatic analysis of group

interactions. In Section 3, we describe the detection methods of

group interactions, as well as our tracking method. We evaluate the

performances of the proposed approach with experimental results

in Section 4, and then conclude the paper in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORKS

Many methods have been proposed for multi-view multi-object

tracking. A top-down method proposed in [5] considers a grid over

the ground-plane as the solution space. The likelihood of people

occurrence in each position is validated by projecting a fixed-size

bounding box back into all camera views, where back-projection

and validation processes are computationally expensive, especially

when a dense grid is used. In a bottom-down method, objects are de-

tected by only observing the occupancy mask on the ground plane,

which is computed once by accumulating foreground occupancy

masks from all camera views, and is thus more computationally

efficient [6][7]. [6] explained a simple solution to locate objects on

the accumulated occupancy mask, where they find all good matchs

of a fixed-size guassian pattern by using a greedy searching to

visit each local maximum of the occupancy mask, and then use

a fixed threshold to filter the most reliable results. Obviously, this

method cannot deal with deformable moving objects well, due to

both its constraint on object size (which is insufficient in handling

variable sizes of accumulated patterns in the ground-plane) and its

fixed-value thresholding (which is insufficient in handling variable
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vertical depth of objects). In the present paper, we solve this

problem by using multi-layer accumulation to refine the occupancy

mask, along with an efficient computation method.

Group behavior can be regarded as a combined sequence of

interactions and can be classified into two main categories, namely

methods with and without pre-specified target group behaviors.

Methods dealing with a pre-specified set of target group behaviors

and well-defined scenarios (e.g. detection of face-to-face conversa-

tions in a meeting [8], detection of bag stealing or unattended

luggage in video surveillance [9], or even macroscopic crowd

behaviours (laned, blocking) [10]) use rich prior knowledge about

the scene and detection is performed based on multi-modal inputs,

e.g. speech, facial expressions, head pose and gaze ([11]). With

the prior knowledge of target behaviors, it is possible to define

the intermediate status of interactions where HMM is applicable to

find the optimal solution [2]. Some works constrained the number

of involved objects, e.g. four individuals ([2]) or two people ([9]).

Methods without a pre-specified set of group behaviors rely on

detected interactions to understand behaviors of humans (e.g. users

of mobile devices [12]) or animals (e.g. baboons [13]). Without

enough prior knowledge on the target interactions, the grouping of

interacting objects is usually performed in a much simpler way,

for example by grouping objects that remain within a specified

distance for at least a minimum duration of time [12]. In some

constrained scenarios, including both spatial constraints (e.g., traffic

roads) or temporal constraints (e.g., periodic pattern), clustering

techniques could help to model and classify interactive patterns.

In less constrained scenarios, more attentions are put on relative

interacting patterns of objects, where several basic motion patterns

(e.g. track, encountering, flock, etc.) have been studied [14]. Steer-

ing behaviours of multiple moving agents could also be detected

by pre-defined rules [15].

A behavioral force model was proposed in [1] for analyzing

pedestrian movements to describe social influences that an object

received from other attractive or repulsive objects. With the sce-

nario context known, the authors simulated the group interactions

and observed/investigated self-organized phenomena in pedestrian

crowds. This social model was used, usually in a simplified form,

for analyzing existed interaction data, e.g. the one with only the

attractive force was used in Ref.[16] for modelling the desires

of objects in mutual approaching, and the one with only the

repulsive force was used in [17] for solving collisions during multi-

target tracking. Although with different forces, the formulation in

[16] and [17] was quite similar: the authors estimate the closest

distance between two objects, assuming that they are keeping their

current velocities. In [16], the smaller the distance, the higher

the interaction energy is. In [17], the smaller the distance, the

higher the probability of collisions. However, most complex group

interactions, e.g. self-organized group behaviors in [1], are only

explainable by considering both attractive and repulsive forces. We

thus consider both forces for a better model of group interactions.

III. GROUP INTERACTION EXTRACTION FROM TRAJECTORIES

The whole framework of the proposed method for hot-spot

detection is depicted in Fig.1, which includes two major tasks,

namely, multi-view multi-object tracking and group interaction

detection. Moving objects are detected from this occupancy mask

accumulated from the multi-view foregrounds, and then temporally

associated into trajectories with a tracking-after-detection method.

We then perform detection of group interactions, defined as the sets

of interactive objects with close and continuous spatial proximity.

Videos from Multiple Cameras

Foreground/Background Separation Multi-Layer 

Accumulation

Detected Unit 

Interactions

Tracked Objects

Object Grouping from Trajectories

Fig. 1. The overall framework of the proposed method for hot-spot
detection by detecting group interactions from tracked object trajectories.

A. Multi-view Multi-object Tracking

We first explain our method for multiple object tracking in

the multi-view environment, which extracts the trajectory data.

It has two major improvements over the previous method in [6]

for detecting deformable moving objects: 1) We use multi-layered

accumulation in computing the occupancy masks, where layer-

wise thresholding is performed to suppress the ghost-effects; 2)

We introduce a method for efficient computation of the multi-layer

accumulation. We also introduce a revised Hungarian-algorithm

based tracking method for associating the detected objects.

1) Foreground/Background Separation: We use a revised GMM-

based background remover [18] to compute the forground oc-

cupancy mask, by including a shadow detection process before

updating the background model. Specifically, for the i-th pixel with

RGB color ci, we assume the selected gaussian model for this

pixel having average RGB color c̄, and classify it as shadow if the

following three conditions are satisfied:

I(c̄) > 50; 35 < I(c̄)− I(ci) < 80; cos(ci, c̄) > 0.85.

I(c) represents the intensity of color c, ranging from 0 to 255. The

first condition assumes that the original background color should be

bright enough to cast the shadow on. The second condition asks the

shadow to be darker than the original background color in a limited

range. The final condition defines that the shadow and the original

background should be similar enough in their color directions. Only

when a background pixel is not identified as shadow, it is used to

update the background model. In Fig.2, we show an example of the

shadow areas detected by the above conditions and the extracted

foreground occupancy masks.

Original Video Frame Conventional GMM Based 

Background Extraction

Shadow Detection 

WRT the Background Pattern

Extracted Background 

with Shadow Removed

Fig. 2. Foreground/background separation with shadow removal.
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2) Object Detection from Accumulated Occupancy Mask: We

consider to locate multiple objects in the accumulated occupancy

mask on the homography ground-plane. The accumulated occu-

pancy mask represents the probability map of an object occupying

a ground position, which can be obtained by directly summing up

the object density in the vertial direction, as shown in Fig.3.

Although an efficient way has been proposed in [6] for speeding

up this naive accumulation, we still need to deal with the ”ghost”

effect, which is due to the ambiguity of the homographic geometry.

As shown in the left of Fig.4, the ”ghost” effect could blur the

boundary between different objects severely, which hinders accurate

detection of local maximal response as used in [6]. In naive

accumulation, it is thus difficult to discern real objects with low

heights from the accumulated ghosts existing in more layers.

Original Video Frame FG Occupancy Accumulated on Multi-Layer  Plane

Fig. 3. The occupancy mask of objects in the ground plane by accumulating
multiple parallel homography planes.

Occupancy masks generated by real objects have higher values

than those from ghosts in each individual homography plane, as

shown in the middle of Fig.4, due to their higher consistency in

multiple camera views. Hence, we perform layer-wise thresholding

before accumulation of multiple layers, so as to surpress the

”ghosts”, which not only refines the boundary between different

objects but also enhances the profiles of low-sized objects, e.g. the

suitcase and the people lying on the ground (Fig.4).

Direct computation of multiple homography planes requires a

large amount of projection computation, while conventional accel-

eration techniques require a 3D look-up table (depending on the

density of the grid) which is memory inefficient. Assuming that

projection matrix P projects a physical point p = [xyz1]T into

an image point i = [uv1]T in a lens-undistorted camera view,

i.e., i = Pp, we proposed a method for efficient computation of

projections in [19], which consists of two steps:

a) We first correct the vanishing point, so that all paralleled lines

along the z-direction are projected into paralleled vertical lines in

the camera view. This is achieved by multiplying P with a 3× 3
matrix B, i.e., the corrected projection matrix P̂ = BP, and

B =




1 0 -P13/P33

0 1 0

-P33/P13 0 1



 . (1)

which converts P̂13 and P̂33 to zero. Hence, any changes in z are

only reflected by the vertical direction in the modified camera view.

b) We then normalize the z-direction to make it linear pro-

portional to the vertical distance in the image, by further left

multiplying P̂ with matrix S, which reads

S =




1 0 0

s 1 0

0 0 1



 , (2)

with s = (P̂21P̂31 − P̂22P̂32)/(P̂11P̂32 − P̂31P̂12). Projection

matrix SP̂ projects p = [xyz1]T into î = [ûv̂1]T , where

v̂ =
P̂23z + Const1

P̂31x+ P̂32y + P̂34

+ Const2. (3)

If p1 = [xy01] projects to (û1, v̂1), p2 = [xyz21] projects to

û2 = û1, v̂2 = v̂1 +
P̂23z2

P̂31x+ P̂32y + P̂34

. (4)

We are then able to compute the value in multiple parallel planes

in the z-direction efficiently, with a single 2D look-up table that

records homography projections on the ground-plane.

Ghost Effects in Ground-plane

 by Naive Accumulation

Ghost-suppressed Ground-plane

 by Multi-layered Accumulation

Accumulated 

Homography Planes

Layer 0m Layer 20cm

Layer 40cm Layer 60cm

Fig. 4. We perform layer-wise thresholding to surpress the ghost effect
and obtain a neat occupancy mask.

We then determine the locations of objects in the accumulated

occupancy mask by using a greedy algorithm similar to [6].

Denoting the accumulated occupancy mask by G, which is a matrix

of confidence values, G = [Gx]W×H ,x ∈ N
2, we locate the lth

object by finding in G a position with the maximum spatial support

x
∗
l = argmax

x

〈Φ,Gl〉, (5)

where 〈Φ,Gl〉 is the convolution between the accumulated occu-

pancy mask and a Gaussian kernel Φ. The Gaussian kernel takes

zero-mean with the sphere standard deviation equivalent to the

average width of a human body (66cm), whose overall weight is

normalized to 1. We update the accumulation mask by cancelling

the relative supports from the last detected object

G
l+1 = G

l − 〈Φ, δ(x∗
l ,x)〈Φ,G

l〉x∗

l
〉 (6)

after extracting the lth object, and terminate the localization process

when the support is below a given threshold, i.e., 〈Φ,Gl〉x∗

l
≤ θTr.

3) Temporal Association: In order to temporally associate mov-

ing objects under variable-length missing/false detections, we con-

sider a revised Hungarian-algorithm-based tracking method. Specif-

ically, instead of considering the bi-graph matching between two

consecutive frames, we keep a list of active trajectories, and

compute the optimal matching from objects in the incoming frame

to these existing trajectories. Matched objects will be appended to

the tail of the trajectories, while new trajectories will be created for

unmatched objects. A trajectory that kept un-updated for a given

period (10 frames in our case) will be removed from the active list,

and be recorded as a valid trajectory only when it lasts longer than

a pre-specified length threshold (40 frames in our case) .

B. Detection of Group Interactions

Our method for group interaction detection consists of three

major steps: frame-wise grouping of objects into unit interactions;

temporal association of unit interactions; and post-processing for

filtering noisy objects/interactions.

As illustrated in Fig.5, we first build a directed graph where all

objects are nodes and weights of edges are representing the mutual
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t t+1
Inter-frame Association of Unit Interactions

Frame t

Trajectory Data Mutual Interests Inner-frame Grouping

Post-processing for Removing Noisy Objects

Spatial-Temporal Cube

Spatial-Temporal Cube

Fig. 5. The overall framework of the proposed detection method for
detecting group interactions.

Speed Vector Main Interest Map

Low Speed Medium Speed Rapid Move

Side Interest Map

(a) Interest map under different speed

Traj. A
Traj. B

Meeting

(Mutually Interested)

Traj. A

Traj. B

Approaching

(A is interested in B)

Traj. A

Traj. B

Traj. A

Traj. B

Parallel Movement

(Mutual Interested by Side Interest Map)

A Common Target

Might be unknown
Traj. A

Traj. B

Departure

Following

(A is interested more in B than B does in A)

Traj. A

Avoidance

A is interested in B by Side Interest Map)

Object B

(b) Typical unit interactions in terms of interest map

Fig. 6. Interaction is modelled as mutual interests between trajectories,
where each object has both main interests and side interests.

interests of object pairs. We solve the optimal grouping by finding

the maximum weight spanning tree of the graph, assuming that

each object is mainly focusing on one other object only. Two unit

interactions are considered to belong to different interactions, when

the dominance distribution of the involving objects significantly

changed, based on which we define the distance between unit

interactions and use a simple bipartite graph mapping to associate

unit interactions in consecutive frames.

1) Interest-based Representation of Interactions: We detect

group interaction by evaluating the intention of each object inter-

acting with other objects. Each object can have three different inter-

action types, namely approaching (for attractive forces), escaping

and avoiding (both for repulsive forces). We infer the interested

target object that an object is interacting with, based on their

positional relations and the current velocities. Given a trajectory

with speed vector, we design the distribution map of the interests

as shown in Fig.6(a). When the object moves slowly, we let it have

wider and evenly distributed interests, which represent less interest

in approaching or escaping and lower responsibility for avoiding

collisions. When speed increases, the moving object concentrates

more and more on its main moving directions. Approaching means

that the target object is located in its positive moving direction,

while escaping means the target object is in the opposite side of its

moving direction. Since the object in general has a better perception

about the objects ahead of it, we let the interest map has a longer

range in its positive moving direction. The avoidance of an object

in general happens in the direction perpendicular to its velocity and

only takes place when the two objects are very close. A side-interest

map is thus defined to focus on the normal direction, which has a

much shorter effective range.

Accordingly, we model the interaction as a behavior of multiple

objects motivated by unidirectional/mutual interests. In Fig.6(b),

we show how typical two-object interactions are interpreted by

the above interests. Meeting and departure are modelled as two

objects being mutually interested, where departure will have a lower

interest. Following and approaching are modelled as uni-directional

interest of one object on another one. Avoidance is mainly described

by the side interest. Finally, parallel moving is either represented by

mutual interests in the side interest fields of two objects, or linked

by their common target object.

Formally, assume that we have a set of L trajectories, collected

from a data source of NF sampled frames. At the ith frame, the

lth trajectory is represented by oli = {ali,xli}, where ali is for

the availability of the trajectory, which takes 1 when the trajectory

appears in the present frame and takes 0 otherwise. xli is its spatial

position. The velocity of the object vli is computed based on a local

∆L-frame long history of the trajectory

vli =
1

∆L

i−∆L∑

j=i−1

xli − xlj

ti − tj
(7)

where ti is the time-stamp of the ith frame. The interest of object

oli in interacting with an object at position x is defined as

Ili(x) = IM
li (x) + IS

li(x) (8)

which has two parts, i.e., the main interest IM
li (x) and the side

interest IS
li(x). The main interest field is defined as

IM
li (x) = αli(x) exp

[
−
|x− xli|

2

2(σv
li)

2
−
1− |Cli(x)|

2σθ
li

]
(9)

where Cli(x) ≡ cos(x − xli,vli), σ
v
li is a pre-specified distance

for controlling the spreading speed of the interests in the radius

direction (also called the Interest Effective Range hereafter), and σθ
li

is for controlling the distribution of interest in the angular direction

σθ
li = log

[
1 +

v̂

|vli|+ ǫ

]
. (10)

v̂ is the average speed computed from the trajectories, while ǫ is a

very small value to prevent the division by zero. We assume that

the moving object will focus more in its positive moving directions

than the negative one, which is controlled by an extra weight αli(x)

αli(x) =

{
1, Cli(x) ≥ 0

β + (1− β) ∗ tanh( v̂
|vli|+ǫ

), Cli(x) < 0
(11)

αli(x) approaches 1 when the speed vli is approaching zero, and

decays to β when the speed vli goes to infinity. As for the side

interest, we model it as only interested in very close objects, but

less sensitive in the angular direction, and define

IS
li(x) = exp

[
−
|x− xli|

2

2(wvσv
li)

2
−

|Cli(x)|

2wθσθ
li

]
(12)
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Fig. 7. Framewise detection of unit interactions by grouping objects.

where wv and wθ are two additional weights. wv was taken as 0.4,

which stands for a 0.8m private sphere for a 2m affective range,

and wθ was set to a large enough value 4.

2) Frame-wise Grouping of Trajectories into Unit Interactions:

At the ith frame, we have a group of moving objects Gi =
{oli|ali = 1}. We divide these objects into several sub-groups,

depending on the closeness of their mutual interests, so that for

each sub-group Gik ⊂ Gi we have ∀oli ∈ Gik,∃omi ∈ Gik,

Max(Ili(xmi), Imi(xli)) > IThr, (13)

which means that each object is either focusing or focused with

enough interest in the group. Furthermore, we assume that each

object is mainly focusing on only one other object, and for those

objects having no high interests on other objects, we simply let it

focus on a virtual object with the fixed interest IThr. We hence

intend to find the spanning tree with the maximum interests for the

directed graph built from all these objects.

Especially, we build the following directed graph, as shown in

Fig.7. For each object, we add a node into the graph. For any two

objects oli,omi ∈ Gi, we add one link from oli to omi with weight

Ili(xmi), and one link from omi to oli with weight Imi(xli). We

add an extra root node, which receives upward links from all objects

with fixed weight IThr. This rooted maximum spanning tree prob-

lem is also called rooted arborescence, where Chu-Liu/Edmonds’

algorithm (Complexity O(E + V logV ))[20][21] is applied to find

the arborescence solution. Each unit interaction is then detected by

computing the cluster of trajectories that are derived from the same

path to the root node, among which clusters with only one object

are discarded. Note that the rooted arborescence-based clustering is

fully unsupervised without the need to know the cluster number.

3) Inter-frame Association of Unit Interactions: Each extracted

sub-group of objects Gik forms one unit interaction Iik = {l|oli ∈
Gik}. We intend to associate the unit interactions in consecutive

frames to have a more complete interaction. This is implemented

by online tracking the unit interactions along the temporal axis,

where the current interaction is regarded to continue unless most

objects in this interaction have shifted their major interests.

Formally, given moving object oli, its accumulated interests

received from other objects in the interaction Iik is

Aik(oli) =

{
wl

∑
m∈Iik\{l} Imj(xli), l ∈ Iik

0, otherwise
(14)

where wl represents the weight of the user’s favorite trajectory.

For two unit interactions Iik and I
jk

′ , we build two vectors with

equal length of |Iik ∪ I
jk

′ |, i.e.,
−→
A ik = {Aik(oli)|l ∈ Iik ∪ I

jk
′ }

and
−→
A

jk
′ = {A

jk
′ (olj)|l ∈ Iik ∪ I

jk
′ }, which are representing

the interest distributions in two unit interactions, respectively. The

distance between Iik and I
jk

′ is defined as

D(Iik, Ijk′ ) = 1−
cos(

−→
Aik,

−→
A

jk
′ )min(|

−→
A ik|, |

−→
A

jk
′ |)

max(|
−→
A ik|, |

−→
A

jk
′ |)

(15)

to reflect the interest shift between these two unit-interactions. For

example, when a configuration [1, 1, 0] shifts to [1, 0, 1] or [1, 0, 0],
both cases result at a distance of 0.5, which means that half of the

elements have changed in the interaction.

A simple bipartite graph mapping is then performed to link unit

interactions between two consecutive frames, based on the above-

defined distance. Finally, in the resultant mapping, if the distance

between two associated unit interactions is higher than a given

threshold ThrConn (=0.5 for half of the interactive configuration

being shifted), we terminate the present interaction and initiate a

new one. Otherwise, we just propagate the label of the interaction.

4) Post-processing of Noisy Objects: If only pseudo real-time

processing is required where a short time lag (e.g. 5 seconds) is

allowed, we can include a post-processing to remove the noisy

objects/interactions. Noisy objects usually receive a small portion

of the interests with respect to the overall interests. We refine the

sequence by the following three-step post-processing:

Step 1: We filter out all objects that do not last continuously for

TThr
1 frames (=20 in our experiments);

Step 2: Defining the dominance of an object as the overall

interests it received, we intend to remove the object which receives

little interests during the interaction. Namely, given an interaction

G defined as a sequence of unit interactions, i.e., G = {Gik}, we

evaluate the dominance of object oli in G as

WG(oli) =

∑
Gik∈G

Aik(oli)∑
l

∑
Gik∈G

Aik(oli)
. (16)

We remove the object if it satisfies WG(oli) < 10%;

Step 3: We then discard all interactions that are shorter than TThr
2

frames, which was set to 20 in the following experiments;

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We use the JAIST dataset in our experiments, which is publicly

available and contains various group interactions among multiple

persons [22]. Manually labelled ground-truth trajectories and group

interactions are used for validating the performance of object

tracking and group interaction detection, respectively.

In Fig.8, we presented the detection and tracking performance

of the proposed method, using the discrete forms of the criteria

defined in [23]. Briefly, we define them as follows

rMODP =
NTP

D

NTP
D +NFP

D

, rMODA = 1−
NFP

D
+NFN

D

NGT

D

(17)

rMOTP =
NTP

T

NTP
T +NFP

T

, rMOTA = 1−
NFP

T
+NFN

T
+NIDSW

T

NGT

T

(18)

where NTP
D , NFP

D , NFN
D , NGT

D are the numbers of True Positive,

False Positive, False Negative and Ground-truth Positive detections,

respectively. NTP
T , NFP

T , NFN
T , N IDSW

T , NGT
T are the numbers of

True Positive, False Positive, False Negative, ID-Switched and

Ground-truth Positive mappings of trajectories in all consecutive

frames, respectively. rMODP and rMOTP are mainly considering the

precision of all positive responses in the results, while rMODA and

rMOTA evaluate the percentage of false responses WRT the ground-

truth. In Fig.8(a), we show that the proposed method significantly

improves the detection accuracy over the previous method in [6],

by producing the neat occupancy masks. In Fig.8(b), we compared

the tracking performance between the proposed one and a naive

tracking method which only performs mapping between consecutive

frames by using the Hungarian algorithm, both with the same

detection results. The revised tracking methods outperforms the

naive version, owing to its better interpolation of trajectories with
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a) Performance of Multiple Object Detection

b) Performance of Multiple Object Tracking

Fig. 8. The performance of the proposed tracking method in multi-object
detection and multi-object tracking is plotted in (a) and (b), respectively.

many missing detections, which usually take place when an object

is deformed (e.g. fall down), is of a small size (e.g. the suitcase),

or is closely interacting with other objects (e.g. a hug).

In order to suppress the subjectiveness in manual annotations,

we only label as ground-truth events with unambiguous semantic

meaning and, for each event, we only label the minimum set of

unarguable member objects (e.g. gawkers were not labeled in a

fighting event). For interaction I, we define O(I|F) = {l|∃Iik ∈
I, i ∈ F , l ∈ Iik} as the set of its objects within the set of frames

F . Given NGT ground-truth and NDET detected interactions, we

define the match function between the p-th ground-truth interaction

to the q-th detected one,

MGT
pq =






1, O(IGT
p |Fpq) ⊂ O(Iq |Fpq) and

|O(Iq |Fpq)| − |O(IGT
p |Fpq)| <= Eobj

0, otherwise

In their overlapped period, the interaction should include all objects

in the ground-truth interaction and no more than Eobj other objects.

The positive recall rate is defined as

RPR =

∑
p
sgn(

∑
q
MGT

pq )

NGT
, (19)

where sgn(Q) = 1 if Q > 0 and 0, otherwise. In Table I, we

give the recalling rate of the manually annotated events by the

automatically detected group interactions with Eobj = 1, where σv
li

is empirically set to 1075mm. We find that the proposed method

could recall around 80 percent of the annotated events.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed a method for detecting hot-spots in the surveillance

scenario by extracting group interactions from trajectories. We first

extract the trajectories with an improved tracking method proposed

for the multi-view environment, from which we extract the group

interactions. Experiments show that without explicitly telling the

types of the events, the group interactions could recall around 80%
the manually annotated events as hot-spots.

In future, we further improve the hot-spot detection methods
along with performance evaluations on other databases. We are also
interested in applying the hot-spot detection method to assist scene
understanding and video summarization.

TABLE I

INTERACTIONS IN THE JAIST DATABASE. FI:FIGHT, FD:FALL-DOWN,

SS:STEAL-SUITCASE, DS: DRAG-SUITCASE, EB: EXCHANGE-BAG,

SC: STOP-AND-CHAT, PW:PICKUP-WALLET. (RECALLING RATE

COMPUTED AT THE AFFECTIVE RANGE 1075MM.)

Event Type FI FD SS DS EB SC PW Total

Times 4 3 9 17 9 6 3 51
Recalled 4 2 7 15 4 5 2 39
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